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pierceaj@techtoday.us viewing experience that is 3D using
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technology many of us purchased
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new digital cameras. At the start of
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1 shows you a tiny
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only events.
tion. That’s changed to such a degree
attendees that were at this multi day
A standard camera has one lens
that most of us now catch all of our
event. Company booths were spread
so how do these cameras effectively
memories using our iPhones and
out over 2.47 million square feet of
use more than one lens to change
Android Smartphones.
exhibit space in the Las Vegas Convention Center and many of the convention facilities in the major hotels
Photo 2—The
along the Las Vegas strip.
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lens 360 camera
days a week working out in a gym becan capture 35
cause my smartwatch indicated that
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each day in search of the perfect
processes more
newly emerging technology to bring
than a gigapixel
to you in this column.
of video data
I look back on the days of film
per second on
photography with many fond memothe fly.
ries. The excitement of seeing a light
your video experience? They stitch
At the Samsung press event on
sensitive piece of photo paper dethe images together so your viewing
CES Press Day, Samsung introduced
velop into a picture is an experience
screen becomes a movable window.
their Project Beyond professional
that I shared with hundreds of stuMy first experience with this new
360° camera that has 16 lenses
dents. Digital photography changed
form of videography was at the 360fly
(Photo 2). This multi-lenses 360°
booth. Their camera is shaped like
camera will record 3D HD Panoramic
Alan Pierce, Ed.D., CSIT, is a techa ball and has eight lenses to catch
Surround Videography using all of
nology education consultant. Visit
video in every direction. The live
the lenses at the same time (Photo
www.technologytoday.us for past colfeed from the camera was being fed
3). For clarity, what I am calling
umns and teacher resources.
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Samsung

Photo 3—This exploded view shows
how Samsung located the equivalent
of 16 cameras in their new Project
Beyond camera.
to an iPad that a representative from
the company placed in my hands.
The screen of the iPad can best
be described as a movable window
to what each of the lenses on the
360fly camera was seeing. As I slowly
rotated the iPad up, down, left, or
right, my view of my surroundings
seamlessly changed. The true magic
of this new phase of photography
became apparent when I looked at a
video that was previously recorded
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to show what the camera could do
out in the field. While watching the
video my positioning of the iPad determined what I would see. If I aimed
it down I was looking at the ground,
up at the sky, and rotating my view
provided me with a Panoramic 360°
degree view of the scene.
Online videos from 360fly can
give you a basic idea what many
different new companies hope to sell
you soon. You use your mouse or
finger to interact with the video and
change your viewing angle. The ability to physically change your viewing angle on a computer only works
with Google Chrome. The videos are
located at https://360fly.com/videos/.
AllieCam is a similar camera from
a different company and their “See
How” video located at https://alliecam.com/ can give you a good idea
of what all the 360° cameras from the
different manufacturers can do.
The cameras they produced will
let you view or edit the 2D 360 surround video on a tablet, smartphone,
or computer and share your 360
experiences just as easily as you now

share photos and videos through
different apps and even watch them
in 3D using a virtual headset. A major
word of caution, I played with this
technology for a relatively short,
supervised period of time in a very
controlled environment. The companies that I mentioned in this column,
except for Samsung, might not exist
by CES 2017. I do consider this to be
a new and emerging technology that
is amazing. I have been promised
loaners to test this technology and
if they send them, you will be able
to read reviews at my website www.
technologytoday.us.

Recalling the Facts
1. How do these cameras effectively use more than one lens to change
your video experience?
2. Your mission, if your teacher
assigns it, is to design a future Smartphone body that could incorporate
this technology.
3. Do you feel that this new
technology will coexist or, in time,
replace our current forms of still and
motion photography? Why?
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